Higher dimensional optical imaging has seen remarkable growth in the past decade. As a representative method, multiplexed structured illumination (MSI) has been widely introduced for its ultra-high resolution of high-dimensional information. In this letter, an imaging framework for recovering higher dimensional image data, which terms quadrature multiplexed structured illumination (QMSI), is proposed and demonstrated. QMSI incorporates the illumination pattern spatial phase information as a new parameter into the encoding process. This strategy can double the frequency spectrum utilization without any overhead compared to MSI, which means it can double the image sequence depth or image spatial resolution. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate the performance of QMSI by experiments on multispectral imaging.
Introduction
Over the last century, the evolution of the optical imaging systems that capture light from scenes has been truly remarkable. The conventional optical imaging systems have a sensor and a lens, which generally captures light with just two characteristics (x, y), measuring its intensity in a 2D (x, y) lattice. However, spatial coordinates are only part of the light information. Typical information dimensions include: depth, propagation polar angles, time, wavelength, polarization and ellipticity. These information dimensions that cannot be captured by conventional optical imaging systems are termed higher dimensional image data. Higher dimensional data in images is desired in many application areas, such as multispectral imaging [1] , ultrafast imaging [2] and plenoptic imaging [3] . Popular methods to acquire the higher dimensional images are: scanning imaging and snapshot imaging [4] . Snapshot imaging methods acquire 2D projections of the entire higher dimensional data cube by using a charge-coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal-oxidesemiconductor (CMOS) cameras within a single camera exposure. Snapshot spectral imaging have the advantages of high signal-to-noise ratio and fast acquisition due to the absence of multiple exposures and filter [5] . One inspiring thought in snapshot imaging is the multiplexed structured illumination (MSI). MSI captures high-dimensional images in a single exposure using sinusoidal Fig. 1 . A conceptual illustration of MSI and QMSI principle. For demonstration purposes, the spectra of the scene are considered to be high-dimensional data for conceptual description. patterns with different rotation angles. Due to the frequency shifting characteristics of the sinusoidal patterns, different high-dimensional images are placed in unique areas in the spatial frequency domain. Then, the mixture of higher dimensional data can be properly recovered by digital signal processing algorithms. For example, in spectral dimension imaging (i.e. multispectral imaging), multiple light sources are used, and each source is assigned a unique combination of wavelength and rotation spatial sinusoidal modulation. The multispectral images obtained by multiple sources are simultaneously captured by a monochrome sensor in a single exposure. Since MSI encodes each source and the different sources are completely independent, MSI can encode infinitely close high-dimensional signals to achieve ultra-high dimensional resolution. Up to now, MSI has been used for snapshot imaging applications in spectra [6] , [7] , time [8] - [10] and depth [11] dimensional. These imaging frameworks all originate from MSI, so they meet the same bottleneck: limited image sequence depth (the number of frames captured in one acquisition). Image sequence depth is a critical parameter in snapshot imaging systems, and larger image sequence depths allow more complex scenes to be observed [12] , [13] . However it is difficult to increase image sequence depth in MSI, for either the field of view (FOV) or spatial resolution would be sacrificed. This main contradiction of MSI is similar to the frequency division multiplexing system in communication : how to transmit more signals channel (image sequence depth) in a limited bandwidth (diffraction limit).
In this letter, we propose and demonstrate an imaging framework for snapshot imaging, which terms quadrature multiplexed structured illumination (QMSI). Inspired by the concept of quadrature amplitude modulation in communication, QMSI illuminates the scene using two orthogonal sinusoidal structured patterns with a phase difference of π 2 at the same modulation frequency. In MSI encoding process, each spatial sinusoidal modulation is assigned a unique rotation angle, and QMSI incorporates the illumination pattern spatial phase information as a new parameter into the encoding process. Therefore, QMSI can double the frequency spectrum utilization without any overhead compared to MSI, which means it can double the image sequence depth or spatial resolution. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate the performance of QMSI by experiments on multispectral imaging.
Principle
The MSI and QMSI methodology are graphically illustrated in Fig. 1 . A three-dimensional scene is located in (x, y, h) coordinates, where (x, y ) is a 2-dimensional image detection plane and h represents one of the dimensions of high-dimensional image data. For demonstration purposes, we consider the spectral information from a scene is captured as a high-dimensional data by a 2D monochrome image sensor. The captured 2D image represents a mixture of 2D data at different wavelengths. In order to recover high dimensional image data, MSI and QMSI include both encoding and decoding steps. Since MSI and QMSI encode each source and the different sources are completely independent, it is possible to distinguish infinitely high-dimensional information signals to achieve ultra-high resolution high-dimensional information acquisition. During encoding, the spectral image data cube is sequentially modulated by different sinusoidal patterns, and the sum of the modulated images is acquired in a single exposure. For simplicity, only a limited number of sinusoidal patterns are shown in Fig. 1 . In MSI, each spatial sinusoidal modulation is assigned a unique combination of wavelength and rotation angle. Mathematically, MSI would shift the Fourier spectrum of each spectral image into a specific region in the Fourier domain, which can be found in circle pairs (represented by matching colors) on either side of the origin. MSI and QMSI are based on a simple premise that spatial spectrum of an image are concentrated at the low-frequency, which is a similar premise used in digital image compression. The frequency of modulation pattern should be carefully chose to ensure each modulated image separated as far as possible from each other in Fourier domain to reduce cross talk. The solid black circle in Fourier domain represents the resolution limits of the imaging system, and each modulation should be within the resolution limits. When the resolution limit is determined, there is a trade-off between image sequence depth and image spatial resolution. When using two modulation patterns, the Fourier region of MSI is filled and cannot store more images. It is worth noting that the MSI generates two copies of the image, which means that half of the frequency spectrum is wasted. Compared to MSI, QMSI incorporates the illumination pattern spatial phase information as a new parameter into the encoding process. QMSI illuminates the scene using two orthogonal sinusoidal patterns with a phase difference π 2 (i.e., sin and cos) at the same modulation frequency. Although the spatial frequency information is overlapping (as shown in Fig. 1 ), they can be separated by a known phase. Therefore, QMSI places the encoded information more densely in the Fourier domain, doubling the image sequence depth or spatial resolution. As shown in Fig. 1 , the Fourier region size of QMSI is the same as MSI, but can store four images. To explain the QMSI encoding and decoding mathematically, consider the case that a scene is illuminated with two orthogonal patterns. The image captured by the image sensor D(x, y ) can be expressed as follows:
where S 1 and S 2 are the scene responses k are spatial frequencies and ϕ 0 is initial phase. During decoding, the goal is to extract the scene response individually. Here is an example of extracting S 2 . First, the captured image is multiplied by a computer-generated phase-matched reference signal to produce a decoded image:
In terms of the spatial frequency domain, the above equation reveals several different frequency components, where the DC component consists only of S 2 . The decoded image is Fourier transformed, then multiply Fourier transformed image by a Gaussian low pass filter, all terms but the S 2 term are rejected. Finally, the decoded S 2 is revealed by performing an inverse Fourier transform of the filtered image. The remaining encoded images are then accessed in a similar fashion, complete high dimensional image data can be recovered. Fig. 2(a) shows a simulation example of multispectral images, acquired simultaneously using QMSI or MSI with a monochrome sensor. The top row in Fig. 2(a) shows the raw images, and the illumination patterns is shown on the on the second row. The modulated images are captured by a monochrome sensor and forms a mixed image. In MSI, since only the rotation angle encoding is used, it takes four sidebands to store two images, as shown in the Fourier domain of the MSI mixed image (white circles indicate modulated sidebands). And QSMI uses both rotation angle and phase encoding, so four sidebands can store four images, which double the spectrum utilization with theory. This means it can double the image sequence depth or image spatial resolution. The decoded images are shown in the bottom row. We can see that QMSI is able to separate mixed image at the cost of a slight decrease in spatial resolution. For the correct decoded of the higher dimensional image data, the pattern phase difference ( π 2 ) of the individual images should be modulated with very high precision. While pattern positioning using spatial light modulators or mechanical means with active feedback control can theoretically ensure high precision and reproducibility of the true pattern position, there may be a slight phase error in the actual implementation. The robustness of the imaging framework deserves attention because the phase error will lead to some artifacts in the decoded images. The correlation between two decoded images at the same modulation frequency, where the phase difference is varied, is calculated to analyze the imaging framework robustness using where a and b are two decoded images, while a and b are the means of the corresponding images. The relationship between correlation and phase difference is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The correlation between two decoded images should be 0, demonstrating that the phase difference is π 2 . When the phase difference deviates from π 2 (ie, there is a phase error), the correlation increases as the offset increases. Statistically, a correlation less than 0.3 is a low correlation and decoded images within this range are acceptable [14] . Therefore, QMSI tolerates the phase error within π 20 . Decoded grey-scale images with different phase difference are shown at the bottom of Fig. 2(b) . As the phase error increases, cross-talk from other images will occur in the decoded image. In addition, the curve of structural similarity index (SSIM) is also shown in Fig. 2(b) . As the phase error decreases, SSIM increases. The difference in the SSIM of different images is caused by the distribution of the respective Fourier domains. Due to the use of the Gaussian filter, the SSIM of images with more high frequency components will be reduced, such as baboon.
Results

Simulation Results
corr (a, b) = (a − a)(b − b) (a − a) 2 + (b − b) 2(3)
Experimental Results
As a proof of concept, we demonstrate the performance of QMSI by experiments on multispectral imaging. A block diagram of the experimental system and the modulation patterns actually generated are shown in Fig. 3 . The modulation patterns are obtained when no sample is placed to determine the modulation frequency and initial phase. Each laser source is a continuous wave diode collimated laser module. The operating at wavelengths of the different lasers are: 405 nm, 450 nm, 532 nm and 635 nm. The beams from different lasers are combined by spatially overlapping them using a recombination arm, consisting of a series of dichroic mirrors. The intensity profile of each beams is encoded with a unique spatial modulation structure, created by projecting the mask (Ronchi grating, 20 lp/mm) into the measurement scene. Each mask is at a different spatial position to ensure the same distance to the projection lens (f = 250 mm), forming a sinusoidal intensity pattern with the same number of lines pairs within a unit distance. The 635 nm red laser and 532 nm green laser are encoded by mask 1 and mask 2 with the same rotation angle but initial phase difference of π 2 , respectively. The 450 nm blue laser and the 405 nm purple laser are encoded by another set of mask 3 and mask 4 with different rotation angles from mask 1 and mask 2. The phase difference between mask 3 and mask 4 is also π 2 . After all wavelengths illuminating the scene which consists of four colored glass letters simultaneously, the transmitted light is imaged onto the camera sensor (Flir, GS3-U3-120S6M-C) in a single exposure.
The results of the QMSI technique for snapshot multispectral imaging is presented in Fig. 4 . In order to compare the improvement of QMSI, we first use MSI method to obtain images, that is, only use the rotation angle encoding without phase parameter. To obtain an image of MSI, only the red laser and the blue laser were used. Fig. 4(a) shows the color scene grayscale images of MSI captured using a camera sensor, and Fig. 4(b) shows the Fourier transform of the captured image. The results show that in MSI, storing two images requires four sidebands. Next, four color laser were used simultaneously to obtain a image of QMSI with the phase parameter. Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) show the grayscale image captured by QMSI and its Fourier transform, respectively. The results show that in QMSI, four sidebands can store four images, which double the spectrum utilization. This means QMSI double the image sequence depth or image spatial resolution. Fig. 4 (e)-(h) show QMSI decoded images for 405 nm (purple channel), 450 nm (blue channel), 532 nm (green channel) and 635 nm (red channel). These results demonstrate that QMSI is able to distinguish multispectral images produced from individual encoded laser sources collected by a monochromatic sensor in a single exposure. Then the decoded images were combined in a false colored multispectral image as shown in Fig. 4(i) . The corresponding ground truth image is shown in Fig. 4(j) . Compared to ground truth image, the decoded image loses some spatial resolution, which is consistent with our expectations and is caused by the Gaussian filter and decoding artifacts. The effects of Gaussian filter size (full width half maximum, expressed in number of pixels) on the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the decoded images are shown in Fig. 4(k) . The resolution of decoded images and the cross talk resulting from undecoded image are both positively correlated with the Gaussian filter size. As shown in the inset of Fig. 4(k) , a smaller Gaussian filter size selects for increased specificity and larger Gaussian filter size selects for increased resolution. As a comprehensive evaluation coefficient, PSNR considers both the increase in resolution and the decrease in specificity, which can help us find a suitable compromise solution for resolution and specificity. Initially, increasing Gaussian filter size is beneficial for increasing PSNR, which means that the increase in resolution is larger than the decrease in specificity. After the inflection point, PSNR decreases rapidly, which means that the decrease in specificity significantly exceeds the increase in resolution.
Conclusion
In summary, we have proposed and demonstrated an imaging framework for recovering higher dimensional image data. In the reported framework, a series spatial sinusoidal modulation patterns are assigned a unique combination of phase and rotation angle are used for scene illumination (encoded) to conduct spatial frequency multiplexing under the computational imaging scheme. And the corresponding algorithms with low computational load are used for information recovery (decoded). The major contribution of this imaging framework is to double the image sequence depth or spatial resolution without any overhead compared to traditional method. This means more images can be captured in order to obtain more higher dimensional image data in a snapshot, such as temporal, spectral image data.
The performance of QMSI still has great potential to be further optimized. First, the bandwidth of the image signal is a key parameter in the MSI/QMSI. Large bandwidth will result in overlap between the Fourier domain of encoded images. Therefore, the most suitable application for MSI/QMSI is the band-limited images signal. Under the condition of limited bandwidth, overlap can be avoided when the spatial frequency of sinusoidal modulation pattern is larger than the bandwidth of the image signal. When the image signal is not band-limited, the frequency component will fill the Fourier domain defined by the diffraction limit. The high frequency component of the image signal is considered to be noise, resulting in artifacts in the decoded image. Two approaches can reduce artifacts, one is to use the optical spatial filtering, and the other is to change the Gaussian filter size. The artifacts can be removed completely by optical spatial filtering at the expense of increased complexity of the optical system [10] , [15] . Reducing the Gaussian filter size is a simple method, but it sacrifices the spatial resolution of the decoded image, as shown in our experimental results. If an image have strong high-frequency signals, bandwidth overlapping still cause severe noise, even after the Gaussian filtering. During decoding, the different Gaussian filter sizes affect the specificity and resolution of the decoded images. In order to obtain expected images, each scene requires individual parameter optimization to determine what the Gaussian filter size should be. It is also worth noting that spatial modulation patterns using multiple rotation angles is a frequency division multiplexing strategy, and multiplexing two orthogonal spatial modulation patterns on the same rotation angle can be perceived as a strategy of code division multiplexing. In theory, more image sequence depth can be obtained by illuminating the scene with a series strongly un-correlated spatial modulation patterns without reducing the spatial resolution of the image.
In short, due to the higher image sequence depth or image resolution, we expect QMSI to open numerous higher dimensional image applications.
